
 
     GOLGOTHA (a.k.a. ECCE HOMO or BEHOLD THE MAN) is a 1935 subtitled 

French film directed by Julien Duvivier. Below is Kino Ken’s review of that 

powerful religious drama, currently available on dvd-r. 

 

France / Algeria   black-and-white   93 minutes   subtitled live action feature 

drama   Ichtys Films   Producer: Transat Films 

 

18 of a possible 20 points                                                  ****1/2 of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

Points: 

2           Direction: Julien Duvivier* 

2           Editing: Marthe Poncin* 

2           Cinematography: Jules Kruger*, René Ribault, Marie Fossard,  

             Robert Juillard 

2           Lighting 

2           Special Visual Effects 

1           Screenplay: Joseph Reymond, drawing heavily from Gospel accounts of  

             Holy Week events 

2           Music: Jacques Ibert* 

2           Decors: Jean Perrier*  

             Costume Design: Jacques-Philippe Heuzé* 

             Makeup: Acho Chakatouny* 

1           Sound: Joseph de Bretagne and Marcel Courmes 



2           Acting 

18 total points 

 

Cast: Harry Baur* (Herod), Robert Le Vigan* (Jesus), Jean Gabin (Pontius Pilate), 

Charles Grandval (Caiaphas, the High Priest), André Bacque  

(Annas, father-in-law of Caiaphas), Edwige Feuillère (Claudia, wife of Pilate), 

Lucas Gridoux* (Judas Iscariot), Edmond Van Daele (Gerson), Hubert Prélier 

(Peter), Juliette Verneuil (Mary, mother of Jesus), Jean Forest (John),  

Marcel Chabrier (Joseph of Arimathea), Marcel Carpentier (Scribe),  

Philippe Hersent (James), Maurice Lagrenée (Philip), Robert Ozanne  

(A centurion), Georges Péclet (A legionnaire), Victor Vina  

(Member of the Sanhedrin), François Viguier (Member of the Sanhedrin),  

André Lannes (James the Lesser), Elmire Vautier (Herodiade, wife of Herod), 

Vanah Yami (Mary Magdalen), others 

 

     In 1935, the first sound film to depict Holy Week activities of Jesus was 

released in France. Titled ECCE HOMO (BEHOLD THE MAN), it was filmed partly 

in Algeria. Interiors were shot at Paris studios.  

     Director Julien Duvivier had previously offered audiences an investigation of 

Bernadette’s visions in CREDO OU LA TRAGEDIE DE LOURDES of 1924. He 

apparently had a greater than passing interest in religion, despite a 

preponderance of popular melodramas among his productions. It’s obvious to 

any viewer his return to religious themes in ECCE HOMO was based on a wish to 

communicate the historical impact and spiritual repercussions of Jesus’ critical 

visit to Jerusalem during Passover week.  

     Even at the outset, Duvivier makes it clear there’s a psychological battle 

already in progress between Jesus and Temple hierarchy in Jerusalem. His film 

opens with an aerial depiction of the Holy City. Zooming in for a closer look, the 

camera pans along a model replicating how that metropolis appeared in Gospel 

times. Buildings and winding alleyways serve as frozen background. More 

mobile inhabitants pursue daily routines in the foreground at irregular intervals, 

jolting viewers into immediate “you are there” identification. Adding to this 

busy realism is a constant buzz of conversations and diegetic sounds: birdcalls, 



voices of playing children, shod hooves on stony streets. Attention is focused 

gradually on a group of what appear to be watchmen atop a roof. They look 

with hostile eyes at an approaching party. One expresses his futile hope of 

Roman intervention to avoid a showdown between foreign Galilean revivalists 

and officials of Judea’s rebuilt Temple. Surely High Priest Caiaphas will enlist the 

aid of Caesar’s occupation force to keep a blasphemous charlatan and his 

followers outside crenelated walls, awesome barriers built to protect God’s 

chosen people from pernicious outside influences. To the astonishment of these 

rooftop malcontents, he utterly fails to do so.  

     Romans hardly want to start a rebellion when foreigners from all around the 

Empire are gathered in swarming numbers to trade with Passover pilgrims. 

Unless actual acts of treason are detected, the imperial army will remain neutral 

observers. Tiberius will not welcome a report from Palestine indicating his army 

began arresting civilians without any provocation. That would be regrettable 

bad press, especially for someone whose popular acclaim in no way approached 

that of his predecessor.  

     So members of the Sanhedrin, teachers of the law and ecclesiastical judges, 

are compelled to hole up for the time being in and around the Temple Mount. 

Surely this Nazarene and his entourage will not dare come openly to sacred 

precincts of Judaism’s operational headquarters. 

     Outside the city, throngs of cheering country folk line the road Jesus is 

following. Some are rapturously encouraging, others hoping for miraculous 

curings. Duvivier allows us a glimpse of befuddlement on the part of an 

aristocratic woman who has no idea what surrounding fuss is all about. Children 

climb trees, stripping off fronds to prepare an inviting greenway for honored 

visitor. Shouts of “hosanna” and “Son of David” ring out, rattling cages of 

rabbinical leaders trying to keep peace with occupying forces. Bloody 

insurrectionist plots, discovered prematurely and thwarted, cast ominous  

psychological shadows over the upcoming Passover celebration. Now this, too. 

Yet one more potential headache for authorities. Invading country bumpkins 

bringing another self-proclaimed Messiah into town, protectively encircling him.  



     Of course, it’s remotely possible these outsiders are just coming for peaceful 

celebration of the Passover. Maybe they ought to be left unchallenged, so 

tranquility can be maintained throughout the holiday week. 

     Jesus apparently has a different agenda. Symbolically entering the capital 

from the east, riding on a colt, he heads directly for the holiest site in town. 

According to Gospel writers, he inspects only on that day. The following one  

witnesses raging removal of commercial moneychangers and provisioners from 

sacred ground.  

     In this film, events are telescoped so Jesus begins a frontal assault on those 

mixing business and religion as soon as he arrives in Jerusalem, allowing no 

respite in narrative tension.  

     Up to this point viewers have been denied an opportunity to see his face.  

Introduced by external commentary, much like Harry Lime in THE THIRD MAN 

later, his influence precedes him majestically. Jesus is first distinguished as an 

action figure. This makes a stark contrast to following situations, where he 

passively accepts humiliations and violence from others. Ahead are trials 

demanding reserves of physical endurance. He alone of the party from Galilee 

knows clearly what is coming.   

     Though some commentators indicate the screenplay hews completely to 

Biblical text, this is not always the case. Claudia, misgiving wife of Pontius Pilate, 

has no foothold in the authorized New Testament. Coming from apocryphal 

accounts, she is inserted effectively into this drama as a backstage defender of 

Jesus. Which she might have been. Her pleas for clemency go ultimately 

unheeded thanks to Caiaphas. He insinuates to Pilate that release of such a 

blatantly treasonous prisoner calling himself “King of the Jews” would require 

validation from Tiberius. Rome would be likelier to recall than honor a praetor 

granting such freedom without imperial permission. 

     More screen time is devoted to Judas than is common. He is identified as a 

former engraver, thus affiliated vocationally with money. All the same, this 

Judas is conflicted about his inclination to betray Jesus to established rulers. He 

does not seem motivated by financial gain. Perhaps Judas wants to force the 

hand of his master, make him unveil a miracle of escapism to show his power. 

Or launch a revolt against Rome singlehandedly. Why not give a public display 



to silence sophisticated scoffers in Jerusalem, urbanites who have never been 

given an opportunity to witness exorcisms, resurrections, or instantaneous 

healings? Judas thinks the big picture is Jerusalem. Jesus has a grander vision, as 

filmmakers remind us in his Ascension Day charge to “Go, therefore, and make 

disciples of all nations.” (Revised Standard Version) 

     Duvivier has brought to his film many uncommon touches of reality missed 

by other directors mining similar material. For instance, as a mixed crowd of 

Roman soldiers and Temple guards approach Gethsemane, their ominous 

presence is heralded by barkings from aroused dogs. This would almost 

certainly have been true to nature, irrespective of whether it is expressly 

sanctioned by Biblical text. Likewise, variations of response to Jesus’ flogging 

range from swooning to sadistic glee. Uniquely, a group of ragamuffins is 

depicted intent on stoning Jesus as he staggers under the cross’s weight. What 

other director records gibes of bitter onlookers denied a chance to witness a 

miracle jostling sensation seekers and agonized cripples calling optimistically to 

staggering prisoner for one final outpouring of divine mercy? 

     Watch the birds, too. For they are also active participants in the drama. 

Neither cute nor merely symbols, Temple doves receive a surprising gift of 

freedom from Jesus. Yet they are no more able to reciprocate than a blind man 

with recovered sight or a powerless revived Lazarus.  

     There is much to ponder here, numerous unanswered questions. Despite 

repeated instruction from their teacher about forgiveness, why did Peter and 

Judas not believe personal sins could be forgiven? Did the Sanhedrin meet in 

illegal session out of fear their own privileged positions were being 

undermined? Or did Pharisees anticipate a mob riot if Jesus continued public 

teachings in the heart of Jerusalem? Why did Pilate allow himself to be cornered 

by Caiaphas? What motivated Joseph of Arimathea to claim the body of Jesus 

and donate a private tomb for it in defiance of Sanhedrin peers?   

     So popular was this film in the mid-1930s that a special English-language 

version was produced two years after its initial release and shown widely 

throughout the United States in school auditoriums and churches. Across the 

Atlantic, it was banned in Great Britain initially, possibly due to national 

suspicion of all things French. Repeatedly requested for screenings during World 



War II, it subsequently fell into disregard, superseded by color spectacles from 

Hollywood telling the same story. Nonetheless, even today it still packs a 

dramatic wallop. Want to see tremendous faith triumphant against massive 

adversity? Watch this. 

     Most outstanding among acting performances are Harry Baur’s hypocritical 

Herod, who wants favored by a magic show but only if it results in no 

diminishment of political clout, and Robert Le Vigan’s doleful, resigned Jesus, 

vigorous only when lashing out literally at Temple profanations. Lucas Gridoux’s 

brooding Judas brings inviting complexity to the traditional chief villain of this 

story. Veterans of French classic cinema screenings will spot an adult  

Jean Forest ably representing a pliable, compassionate John. Always sturdy Jean 

Gabin portrays Pontius Pilate as virile, arrogant rationalist, seeking fruitlessly 

for a middle path between opposing zealots equally self-assured. As Pilate’s 

curious, agitating spouse, Edwige Feuillère is several shades too aggressive, at 

times indicating greater willingness to wield authority than her mate. This is not 

true to the period. Roman wives were not lionesses. They could only tame 

husbands through combinations of wile and guile. Open confrontation violated 

traditional etiquette and would constitute probable grounds for quick divorce.  

     Supporting cast members receive minimal exposure, yet make uniformly 

strong impressions.  

     A music score composed by Jacques Ibert succeeds on all levels, shifting 

smoothly from playfulness to martial grit to stormy crack-and-rumble or 

subdued tension as events require. A sobriety frequently evident here is rarely 

encountered in his compositions. Thankfully, dated elements from popular 

boulevard music are missing, intentionally neglected in favor of transcendent 

material not traceable to a single era. 

     Settings exhibit accuracy of research and graceful design. Jean Perrier earlier 

proved himself a major art department talent with remarkable reconstructions 

for Raymond Bernard’s epic LES MISERABLES of 1934. He’s equally adept here, 

creating Middle Eastern stone palaces in Gallic studios. Costuming and makeup 

are of superior quality, seen most advantageously in flagellation and alleyway 

sequences.  



     Extremely kinetic, an eloquent interplay of close-ups and traveling shots, 

GOLGOTHA is still an edifying, relevant marvel for contemporary audiences. 

Very strongly recommended, even without audio commentaries and bonus 

features. An unforgettable classic of the early French sound era, Duvivier’s 

masterwork is suitable for literate viewers ages ten and up, an essential 

component of any film library partial to quality. It’s available on dvd-r in both a 

subtitled original version and an English-dubbed one. Don’t miss it!     

        


